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Dove by 
Kevin Stark 

Designed by Kevin Stark for HBF, the Dove seating series seamlessly combines comfort 
and support at the conference table, effortlessly complementing the executive office 

environment. Drawing inspiration from the feminine form, this adaptable chair 
integrates into a variety of design schemes, making it a versatile addition to any office 

or boardroom setting. The Dove seating series is characterized by a flowing profile and 
meticulous attention to detail, embodying an exquisite design aesthetic that captivates 

from every perspective.

KEVIN STARK

HBF Design Legacy
Over the course of 30 years with HBF, Kevin Stark has
overseen all aspects of design development and branding
strategy as Vice President of Design. He also conceived a
number of Best of NeoCon award-winning furniture pieces,
including his Eiffel Occasional Table Series, Canterbury
Series, and Cadre Series. Stark’s work forms an important
part of HBF’s design legacy, which has been characterized
by classic modernism throughout its history
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Dove Dimensions
Dove effortlessly blends graceful curves with a subtly 
tapered, wedge-shaped back, enhancing its design appeal 
from any perspective. The polished aluminum base and 
arms add a touch of sleekness to the construction details. 
For added flexibility, Dove offers optional adjustable arms in 
black urethane. The silhouette is delicately flowing, exuding 
a subtle feminine charm through its curves.

The seat height is adjustable from 17.75 - 22.75 for mid back 
and high back options. 

Dove Mid Back and High Back Group

– MID BACK FROM 37” -  42” 

– HIGH BACK FROM 41” -  46”

– SEAT WIDTH IS 19”  

Dove Seat  Detail
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Dove Back and Welt Detail Urethane Arm Cap  Detail

Engineered to excel as the perfect executive seating solution, Dove 
showcases a refined, sculpted profile and ultimate seating that 
prioritize optimal support and comfort.

Back - Mid and high back chairs feature dual density, energy-
absorbing foam that provides the ultimate in seating comfort and 
lumbar support.

Base - Visually lightweight yet ultra sturdy, Dove’s base offers a 
strong foundation to support the rest of the chair and its upholstery. 
Dove is available in two caster options: medium double wheel or soft  
double wheel. This innovative series features a polished aluminum 
base.

Seat - Dove’s seat dimensions at approximately 19” provides comfort 
and support. Unique and precise stitching detail and ‘dimple’ effect 
on the seat and lower back add to Dove’s signature look and feel.

Arms - The Dove series features streamlined arm caps inspired by 
the shape and size of the Apple mouse. Arm cap options include a 
polished arm with urethane or upholstered arm cap. An adjustable 
urethane arm cap version is also available.

Synchro Tilt Seating Mechanism - Dove’s synchro tilt system is 
designed to cater to individual user preferences, offering a variable 
recline angle for enhanced comfort and improved leg circulation 
during regular desk use. The back reclines at a 2:1 ratio to the seat 
angle, allowing users to relax while maintaining the seat cushion 
relatively level with the floor height.

Construction Overview

SUMMARY OF CONTROLS

Tilt Tension Knob - The adjustable Tilt 
Tension Knob allows each user to set the 
chair at just the right amount of rocking 
motion for all heights and sizes. 

Seat Height Lever Control - Regulates 
height of chair relative to floor. Optimizes 
support for the buttocks, thighs, and lower 
back when feet are flat on the floor and the 
lower legs are at a 90-degree angle relative to 
the upper legs. 

Tilt Back Lock - Allows the seat tilt to 
be locked in an upright position for 
“engaged” work or reclined for a more 
“relaxed” work experience.
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Finishes

Standard jewel-like polished aluminum with a black 
urethane arm cap or adjustable urethane arm cap ideal for 
higher-use areas. An optional HBF Textiles upholstered 
arm cap for Dove chairs features meticulous tailoring and 
attention to detail.

Jewel-Like  
Polished Aluminum

ARM & BASE OPTIONS

Dove offers versatile upholstery options with a range of 
HBF Textiles, encompassing solid colors, woven patterns, 
and full-grain leathers. Notably, blind stitch details adorn 
the back when opting for upholstery or coated fabrics. For 
a personalized touch, a single contrasting welt and arm cap 
adds an additional layer of customization.

UPHOLSTERY

WELT AND UPHOLSTERED ARM CAPSeat

Dove High Back

The standard double wheel medium casters provide 
maximum load capacity and work well on carpet, while the 
soft casters are ideal in hard flooring surface environments. 

CASTERS

Medium Casters Soft Casters

Dove High Back

When specifying custom contrasting welt and arm cap, only 
the same coated fabric or leather can be used. 
The contrasting welt and arm cap minimum will require 3 
yards of coated fabric or 45 sq ft. / 1 full hide of leather 
per chair. This minimum amount yields the equivalent of 20 
chairs. To reduce waste, it is our recommendation that a 
minimum of 10 chairs with contrasting welt and arm cap is 
ordered.
 
Please submit a Dual Applications Form when selecting a 
combination of textiles or leathers.
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Sustainability
HBF builds furniture products for longevity, durability, and 
ease of service. This allows for the replacement of parts  
to retain the value of the product and prolong its life.  
The commitment to sustainability results in products  
made from recycled material.

– INJECTION-MOLDED FOAM BACK IS MADE TO DOVE’S 
   SPECIFICATIONS SO NO ADDITIONAL MATERIAL IS WASTED

Product Warranty

Dove Back Detail

– MEETS ANSI/BIFMA LEVEL® 2 FURNITURE SUSTAINABILITY STANDARD 

– INDOOR ADVANTAGE™ GOLD CERTIFIED

– THIRD PARTY CERTIFIED  BIFMA 7.4.4:  PFAS, FR, PVC AND 
   ANTIMICROBIAL FREE. 

Dove High Back

With a firm belief in quality and reliability, HBF offers a 
12-year warranty on all products and a 5-year warranty on 
operational parts—one of the most generous warranties in 
the industry today.

– 5 YEARS ON OPERATIONAL PARTS

– 12 YEARS ON ALL PRODUCTS
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DOVE OPTIONS

CASTERS

DOVE MID BACK DOVE MID BACK DOVE HIGH BACK DOVE HIGH BACK

HSV210-011 HSV210-021 HSV210-031 HSV210-041

Leather Upholstery, Coated Fabric Leather Upholstery, Coated Fabric

DIMENSIONS

V. 2 0 2 3 - 0 2

Dove Collection Statement of Line

BASE:

Polished Aluminum 

ARMS:

Polished Aluminum with Adjustable 
Urethane Arm Cap

Polished Aluminum with Urethane 
Arm Cap

Polished Aluminum with Upholstered 
Arm Cap

MEDIUM CASTERS

SOFT CASTERS

OH

WBA

OW OD

SH
AH

SD All dimensions in inches.

*Ref lects the nominal seat height to the 
top of cushion welt.

*Arm and base metal finishing will 
always match.
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